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RULES AND REGULATIONS 
2020 LONG RANGE SHOOTING CUP POLAND 

1st ROUND – August 29-30, 2020 
2nd ROUND – October 17-18, 2020 

 
1. PURPOSE OF THE COMPETITION:  

1.1. popularization of long range shooting in Poland; 
1.2. enabling competition with leading international competitors at various distances designated 

below: 
- MAGNUM (600/800/1000m),  
- OPEN (300/600/800m),  
- STANDARD(300/600/800m),  
- HISTORICAL MILITARY RIFLE (100/200/300m) 
- SEMI-AUTO TACTICAL (300/500/600m) 
1.3. selecting the best shooters in each class and category of competition; 
1.4. The winners of the OPEN Poland Cup competition will be selected by summing up two highest 

scores of 2020 PPLRS 
 

2. MAIN ORGANIZER:  
Military Institute of Armament Technology 
 

3. CO-ORGANIZERS 
 

 „Salwa” Wołomin 

 Team99 Rafał Klecki 
ul. Sochaczewska 18/7, 05-840 Brwinów 
NIP: 873-176-56-49 

 
4. THE DATE AND LOCATION OF THE COMPETITION:  

4.1. Military training shooting range of the Military Institute of Armament Technology in Zielonka; 
 

5. COMPETITION AGENDA:  
5.1. Available at www.pplrs.pl, in the PROGRAM section of the site; 
 

6. DIVISIONS:  
- MAGNUM (600/800/1000m),  
- OPEN (300/600/800m),  
- STANDARD(300/600/800m),  
- HISTORICAL MILITARY RIFLE (100/200/300m) 
- SEMI-AUTO TACTICAL (300/500/600m) 
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7. WEAPONS: 
7.1. center fire rifle, cal: .222 up to .50 BMG; 
7.2. OPEN division: center fire rifle, cal: .222 up to 8mm; 
7.2.1. All scopes and sights allowed 
7.3. STANDARD division: center fire rifle cal.: .223, 5,45x39, 7,62x39, .308, 7,62x53R (7,62x54R). 

The weapon has to comprise a forward rest in form of a foldable bipod, in case of doubt, the 
final decision is made by the main referee or the referee who is the chairman of the 
commission for weapons and equipment control.  

7.3.1. All scopes and sights allowed; 
7.4. MAGNUM division: center fire rifle cal.: 338 Lapua Magnum, 338 Winchester Magnum, 300 

Winchester Magnum, 300 Winchester Short Magnum, 7mm Winchester Short Magnum, 7mm 
Remington Short Action Ultra Magnum, 7mm Remington Magnum, 7mm Remington Ultra 
Magnum or a derivative (wildcat) based on the shells of the above-mentioned cartridges . The 
weapon has to comprise a forward rest in form of a foldable bipod, in case of doubt, the final 
decision is made by the main referee or the referee who is the chairman of the commission for 
weapons and equipment control.;  

7.4.1. All scopes and sights allowed; 
 
7.5. MILITARY HISTORICAL RIFLE division: 
7.5.1. Center fire rifle, cal.: from .222 to .458. Models produced before 1950. Only original factory 

setup; 
7.5.2. Mechanical sights, appropriate for a given type of weapon; 
7.5.3. Post front sight. Hooded sights are allowed (if they were used in a given type of weapon by 

default); 
7.5.4. Rear sight comprising vertical sight or aperture sight (if they were used in a given type of 

weapon by default); 
 
7.6. SEMI-AUTO division: semi-automatic center fire rifle cal.: .222 up to .338 Lapua Magnum. The 

weapon has to comprise a forward rest in form of a foldable bipod. in case of doubt, the final 
decision is made by the main referee or the referee who is the chairman of the commission for 
weapons and equipment control. 

7.6.1. SEMI-AUTO division prohibits, to use of rear rests being a part of the default equipment of the 
rifle as well as additional rests (e.g. bag, monopod) used by the competitors to improve the 
stability of the weapon 

7.6.2.   All scopes and sights allowed.  
7.7.  At the firing position, during the scoring, the shooter can only have the indicated in the 

description of the competition category amount of ammunition necessary for each shooting 
division. Additional ammunition is not allowed and results in disqualification;  

7.8. Weapon or ammunition malfunction is a shooter’s own concern  (extra repair time is not 
awarded).  

7.9.  In the event of a misfire, the competitor is obliged to report it to the referee by raising his hand 
and unload only at his command. In justified cases, the referee may allow to choose a different 
cartridge instead of a misfire. 

7.10. Weapons carried to the firing positions should be in covers, cases or transport boxes.;  
7.11.  The barrel of the weapon taken out of the cover, case or transport box must be directed towards 

the bullet trap;  

7.12. The bolt must be in rearward position, the ammunition – outside the ammunition chamber, the 
magazine – empty, not attached to the rifle;  
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7.13   Competitor must not use the equipment brought to the shooting spot (covers, cases or transport 
boxes) to support or stabilize the weapon 

7.14.  Leaving the firing positions with the rifle is possible only after it is unloaded, controlled by the 
referee and placed in a cover, a case or a transport box. Failure to comply with this requirement 
results in disqualification; 

7.15. The course of the rated shootings can be recorded using audio / video devices. These recordings 
are  available only for the referees;  

7.16.  All sorts of inspections and repairs of the weapon can be carried out only in the designated 
safety zone;  

7.17.  It is prohibited to bring live, blank or dummy ammunition to the safety zone. Failure to comply 
with this rule results in disqualification; 

7.18.  While moving around the shooting range, the rifle must be in a cover, a case or a transport box;  

7.19.  Ammunition: Using tracer, armor-piercing, incendiary ammunition or other ammunition illicit for 
sport shooting is totally prohibited;   

7.20.  In disputable cases, the main shooting referee or the main competition referee makes the final 
decision. His/her decisions are incontestable. 

7.21.   The competitor shoots in selected divisions: 
7.22.1. At one target according to shooting rules no. 1, 2, 3,4  within competition chosen; 
             Using only the weapon declared for shooting in the selected competition/division. Using the 

same weapon for both STANDARD and OPEN is prohibited; 
 7.23.  One weapon can be fired by more than one competitor. However, only the first of the group of 

competitors using the same weapon will be ranked; 
7.24.  The weapons can be leaned/rested (not attached / screwed) on object brought by the 

competitor other than a bipod. Objects such as backpacks or containers are allowed.  
7.25.  It is allowed to use all kinds of forward rests in the form of bipods attached to the weapon, 

taking into consideration the rules of individual divisions. This does not apply to weapons used 
in the HISTORICAL RIFLE category; 

7.26.  It is allowed to use rear rests being a part of the default equipment of the rifle as well as 
additional rests (e.g. bag, monopod) used by the competitors to improve the stability of the 
weapon. Does not apply to weapons used in HISTORICAL MILITARY RIFLE and SEMI AUTO; 

7.27. The forward and rear rest of the rifle must not be connected with anything else but a stock of the 
rifle; 

7.28. At the firing position, during the scoring, the shooter can only have the indicated in the 
description of the competition category amount of ammunition necessary for each shooting 
division. Additional ammunition is not allowed and results in disqualification; 

7.29. The competitors are allowed to have spare ammunition during the competition in their own 
baggage. The competitors’ baggage with backup ammunition is located 2m behind the firing 
positons; 

7.30.  Weapon malfunction is the individual issue of the competitor and additional time for repairs will 
not be allowed. 

7.31  In the event of a misfire, the competitor is obliged to report it to the referee by raising his hand 
and unload only at his command. In justified cases, the referee may allow to choose a different 
cartridge instead of a misfire.  
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8. DIVISIONS OF THE COMPETITION: 
8.1. OPEN Division: 

SHOOTING NO. 1 
Target: PPLRS no. 1 – example no. 1 in the annex 
Distance: 300 meters. 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 2 
Target: PPLRS no. 2 – example no. 2 in the annex 
Distance: 600 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes. 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 3 
Target: PPLRS no.3 – example no. 3 in the annex 
Distance: 800 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

The ranking in this category will be determined by the sum of points obtained in the all three 
shootings. 

 
8.2. STANDARD division: 

SHOOTING NO. 1 
Target: PPLRS no.1– example no. 1 in the annex  
Distance: 300 meters. 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes  
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 2 
Target: PPLRS no.2 - example no.2 in the annex  
Distance: 600 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 3 
Target: PPLRS no. 3 - example no. 3 in the annex  
Distance: 800 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

The ranking in this category will be determined by the sum of points obtained in the all three 
shootings. 
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8.3. MAGNUM division: 
SHOOTING NO. 1 

Target: PPLRS no.2 - example no. 2 in the annex  
Distance: 600 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 2 
Target: PPLRS no. 3 - example no. 3 in the annex  
Distance: 800 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 3 
Target: PPLRS no. 4 – example no. 4 In the annex 
Distance: 1000 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

The ranking in this category will be determined by the sum of points obtained in the all three shootings.  
 

8.4          MILITARY HISTORICAL RIFLE division: 
SHOOTING NO. 1 

Target: PPLRS no. 1 - example no. 1 in the annex 
Distance: 100 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 2 
Target: PPLRS no. 2 – example no. 2 in the annex 
Distance: 200 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

SHOOTING NO. 3 
Target: PPOLRS no. 3 - example no. 3 in the annex 
Distance: 300 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 10 

The ranking in this category will be determined by the sum of points obtained in the all three shootings. 
 

8.5    SEMI-AUTO division: 
SHOOTING NO. 1 

Target: PPLRS no. 1 - example no. 1 in the annex  
Distance: 300 meters. 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 15 
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SHOOTING NO. 2 
Target: PPLRS no.1 - example no. 1 in the annex  
Distance: 500 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 15 

SHOOTING NO. 3 
Target: PPOLRS no. 2- example no. 2 in the annex  
Distance: 600 meters 
Position: prone 
Shooting time: 8 minutes 
Number of shots: 15 

The ranking in this category will be determined by the sum of points obtained in the all three shootings. 
 

9. SHOOTING PROCEDURE: 
9.1. After a signal, the competitors take their positions and prepare for shooting. They do not 

remove their weapons from covers.; 
9.2. On the “PREPARATION TIME” command, the competitors take out their weapons; 
9.2.1. Preparation time lasts 3 minutes; 
9.2.2. It is forbidden to insert the cartridge into the cartridge chamber or loading the cartridges 

into a magazine. Magazines must remain unattached to the weapon. Magazine can be loaded 
but must remain unattached to the weapon. 

9.3. The weapon can be loaded and the competitors start to shoot on the COMPETITION SERIES 
START” command according to the procedure for the first, the second and the third shooting 
in a given category of the competition; 

9.4. On the “STOP – UNLOAD!” command, the shooters must stop the shooting, unload their 
weapons and magazines and let the referees check their rifles and magazines;  

9.5. After the “GUN CLEAR” command, given to each competitor individually, the shooters must 
immediately put their weapons back into the case or cover; 

9.6. Each shot fired before the “COMPETITION SERIES START” command and after the “STOP – 
UNLOAD” command will result in disqualification; 

9.7. The scored rounds do not include any test shots;  
 

10. RANKINGS: 
 10.1. Individual per division:  
- MAGNUM (600/800/1000m),  
- OPEN (300/600/800m),  
- STANDARD(300/600/800m),  
- HISTORICAL MILITARY RIFLE (100/200/300m) 
- SEMI-AUTO TACTICAL (300/500/600m) 
 

10.2. One weapon can be fired by more than one competitor. However, only the first of the 
group of competitors using the same weapon will be ranked;; 

 10.3. The rules for scoring the shot holes will be based on the ISSF hit regulations, taking into 
account the real caliber of the rifle used by the shooter;  

10.4. Any doubts regarding values of the shot holes should be reported to the calculation office 
during the assessment of the targets before the competitor signs the scorecard. The 
verification of the shot hole(s) declared in doubt will be final and beyond further 
contestation;  
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 10.5. The competitor has the right to lodge a complaint regarding the obtained result not later 
than 10 minutes after the official results of each category have been posted (published) 
on the scoreboard on the shooting range. After this time, complaints and claims regarding 
the results will not be considered;  

10.6. Complaints regarding any other matters related to the competition will be considered upon 
their written presentation to the main competition referee and after payment of the 
arbitration fee of 200 PLN or 50 EUR (including 23% VAT) to the office of the competition; 

 10.7. In case competitors obtain the same number of points after the last shooting in a given 
category of the competition, the ranking will be established on the basis of the ISSF rules 
according to the following procedure:  

10.7.1. the higher score in the third round will be decisive; 
then the higher score in the second round;  
then the higher number of better shot holes in the third round;  
then the higher number of better shot holes in the second round;  
then the higher number of better shot holes in the first round; 
If it is not possible to determine the order of 3 first places, an extra round may be ordered; 

 
 

11. AWARDS: ROUNDS I and II – 2020 LONG RANGE SHOOTING CUP POLAND 
  

11.1. 1st place – medal and diploma; 
11.2. 2nd and 3rd place – medals and diplomas; 
11.3. For the highest scores on each distance diplomas and medals in individual division:  

- MAGNUM (600/800/1200m),  
- OPEN (300/600/800m),  
- STANDARD(600/800/1000m),  
- MILITARY HISTORICAL RIFLE (100/200/300m) 
- SEMI-AUTO (300/500/600M) 
 

11.4 For SEMI-AUTO division for each of two rounds, PPLRS will award additional medals and 
diplomas for first 3 places due to different calibers 6.5 Creedmor, .308 and .223  
 
12. AWARDS: 2020 LONG RANGE SHOOTING CUP POLAND (FINAL CLASSIFICATION) 
  

12.1. 1st place – cup and diploma; 
12.2. 2nd and 3rd place – cups and diplomas; 
12.3. places 4-6 - diplomas 
12.4. For the highest scores on each distance diplomas and medals in individual division:  

- MAGNUM (600/800/1200m),  
- OPEN (300/600/800m),  
- STANDARD(600/800/1000m),  
- MILITARY HISTORICAL RIFLE (100/200/300m) 
- SEMI-AUTO (300/500/600M) 
 
The awards will be handed out on October 19, 2020 (Sunday) after the closing of the ROUND II 
 

 
13. REGISTRATION: 2020 LONG RANGE SHOOTING CUP POLAND 
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13.1. Registration takes place online through a registration form, linked pplrs.pl in the section 
named REJESTRACJA; 
Registered competitors receive an e-mail confirming registration and including 
information on payment for selected competition divisions.; 
Competitor registration is completed when the admission fee has been paid and the 
competitor has selected his shooting spot in selected divisions.; 

 13.2. The payment is made by the Participant on the day of registration, via the registration 
form; 

 13.3. The registration continues until there are no more places available, however, no later 
than 2 weeks prior to the competition for participants from Poland and until a month 
prior to competition for participants coming from outside of Poland. The number of 
participants is limited; 

13.4. Registration dates: 
 
- ROUND I - changes and positions of Riflemen who were registered for the 1st PPLRS Round 

March 28/29 - are transferred to August 29/30. Due to several available places in individual 
classes, registration will start from July 13 to July 31 by signing up at team99@team99.pl.  
Registration will be considered completed when the registration formalities and email   
confirmation are completed by Team99 Co-organizer Rafał Klecki. 
 

- ROUND II – registration start: September 7, 2020, 9:00am Poland time; 
Registration end: June 7, 2020, 3:00pm Poland time 
For competitors outside Poland registration ends: September 21, 2020 

 
 

14. PARTICIPATION:  
15.1. The competition may be entered by: 

 PZSS license holders; 

 soldiers and officers of active service (Polish Army, Police, Border Guard); 

 hunters; 

 gun permit holders licensed to possess the weapons listed in the rules and regulations; 

 timely registered competitors;  

 competitors who paid the admission fee; 
 

15. PARTICIPATION COSTS:  
15.1. The admission fee covers participation in a training and in the competition within a 

selected division. The price shown during online registration is the valid and current price;  
 

PRICELIST 

NO. OF DIVISIONS,  
selected by the competitor  

ADMISSION FEE  
(includes 23% VAT tax) 

Jedna konkurencja 280 PLN / 70 EUR 

Dwie konkurencje 540 PLN / 135 EUR 

Trzy konkurencje 800 PLN / 200 EUR  
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15.2. Admission fee is transferred via online payment solution Dotpay Sp. z o.o., ul. Wielicka 72, 

30-552 Kraków. After payment authorization, purchaser receives a confirmation e-mail 

regarding the payment. Any payment-related disputes are handled by Dotpay Sp. z o.o. 

Event organizer bears on responsibility for payment or registration issues caused by 

misspelled e-mail address, internet connectivity issues or other circumstances beyond the 

organizer’s control.  

15.3. During online registration, the competitor selects divisions, shooting sport and rounds. 

Accepting the Rules and Regulations set forth in this document and annexes is also 

mandatory. 

15.4. Successful payment is a guarantee of admission to selected divisions of the competition. 

Registration and successful payment of the admission fee entitles the competitor to 

receive a starting kit, participation in the training and competition as well as entrance to 

the competition location. 

15.5. If, for technical or other reasons, the competitor is unable to complete the online 

payment during registration, the payment can be transferred to the bank account of the 

organizer: 

 
Team99 Rafał Klecki 

ul. Sochaczewska 18/7, 05-840 Brwinów 
bank account: mBank: 03 1140 2017 0000 4602 1161 1979  
with a title „ LONG RANGE SHOOTING CUP POLAND 2020r. 

- Name and Surname of the Competitor” 
 

15.6. It is possible to receive an invoice by email within 14 days after the payment. In order to 
receive it, a request including the data of the company should be sent to: 
team99@team99.pl;  

15.7. As per art. 38 pkt 12  of the consumer rights bill of May 30, 2014, the purchaser of the 
admission ticket to the competition is not entitled to the right of withdrawal from the 
contract since the right does not apply to contracts regarding leisure activities, 
entertainment or sport events provided the contract stated the day or the period of 
service provision  . 

15.8. Participants cater for their own travel costs; 
15.9. Participants cater for their own accommodation; 

 
16. FINAL PROVISIONS: 

16.1. On training day only registered competitors who paid the admission fee will be allowed to 
participate; 

16.2. Standard screens between the firing points are provided by the organizer. It is not allowed 
to use own technologies for separation of the shooting spots.; 

16.3. A meteorological station and a ballistic computer can be brought to the firing point. The 
meteorological station cannot protrude beyond the outline of the firing point.;  

16.4. In extraordinary cases, the organizer reserves the right to refuse participation in the 
competition despite the payment of the admission fee (the competitor will get a refund). 
Such refusal must be justified and transmitted verbally or in writing to the competitor 
concerned. 

16.5. The organizer prohibits competitors in shooting spots from contacting persons other than 
referees. Breaking this rule by deliberate contact with spotters results in disqualification; 

mailto:team99@team99.pl
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16.6. Breach of the safety rules (including shooting under the influence of alcohol) is a basis for 
exclusion from further participation in the competition;  

16.7. The decisions of the Main Referee of the competition are final and irrevocable  
16.8. The organizer makes a reservation that due to the nature of the facility, there may be a 

higher need (force majeure) in the context of the country's defense and then the 
competition will be postponed to another date in 2020, and the admission fees will be 
refunded to the competitors. The organizer is not responsible for other costs incurred by 
competitors in connection with their participation in the LONG RANGE SHOOTING CUP 
POLAND 2020r. 

16.8. In case of regulatory or organizational doubts, you can contact with the competition 
manager: 

Rafał Klecki mob.: 509 991 898 
16.9. Competitors take part in competitions at their own risk and responsibility. Causality 

Insurance is on participant’s side.; 
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